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Abstract—Machine Learning (ML) applications are proliferating in the enterprise. Relational data which are prevalent in
enterprise applications are typically normalized; as a result,
data has to be denormalized via primary/foreign-key joins to
be provided as input to ML algorithms. In this paper, we
study the implementation of popular nonlinear ML models,
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Neural Networks (NN),
over normalized data addressing both cases of binary and multiway joins over normalized relations.
For the case of GMM, we show how it is possible to decompose
computation in a systematic way both for binary joins and for
multi-way joins to construct mixture models. We demonstrate
that by factoring the computation, one can conduct the training of
the models much faster compared to other applicable approaches,
without any loss in accuracy.
For the case of NN, we propose algorithms to train the
network taking normalized data as the input. Similarly, we
present algorithms that can conduct the training of the network
in a factorized way and offer performance advantages. The
redundancy introduced by denormalization can be exploited for
certain types of activation functions. However, we demonstrate
that attempting to explore this redundancy is helpful up to a certain point; exploring redundancy at higher layers of the network
will always result in increased costs and is not recommended.
We present the results of a thorough experimental evaluation,
varying several parameters of the input relations involved and
demonstrate that our proposals for the training of GMM and
NN yield drastic performance improvements typically starting at
100%, which become increasingly higher as parameters of the
underlying data vary, without any loss in accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) applications in enterprise settings
are increasingly becoming mission-critical. As a result, numerous projects both in industry and academia integrate
ML techniques in RDBMS, Spark and a variable of other
production systems [27]. ML algorithms however have been
developed on the assumption that data is readily available on a
single input source, with the right formats and encodings. Such
effective integration of ML technology in critical systems faces
a data representation mismatch. Relational data are typically
normalized [4] and as a result, data has to be denormalized
via primary/foreign-key joins and materialized as a single
(temporary) relation to be provided as an input to the ML
algorithms. Therefore, the learning process commences after
joins have been performed on the relations involved.
Consider the example of an analyst modeling customer
shopping trends in a store. The analyst builds a model utilizing
order details: Orders(OrderID, CustomerID, ItemID, Time,
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Amount) where ItemID is a foreign key referring to a new
table that stores the items sold by the store: Items(ItemID,
Price, Size, Colour, Category). A join is required between
the two tables because some of the information in the Items
table, e.g. Price, Size and Colour are essential features of a
predictive model on buying patterns. After the join, the tables
are materialized to be a temporary table that has to be provided
as an input to the various ML algorithms utilized for predictive
analysis. Examples like this abound in data analytics: in a
video streaming company building recommendation models
one has to join user viewing history with video information;
at a banking application, building fraud detection models
or conducting soft customer segmentation requires a join of
customer purchasing/spending records with merchant data; in
review sites, one has to associate via a join the reviewer metadata with their reviews for user modeling applications, etc.
Numerous problems arise when building ML models after
a primary/foreign-key join. Firstly, normalization removes
redundancy in the data, so in the temporary materialized table,
redundancy is reintroduced into the table [4]. As a result,
this imposes increased storage requirements in the temporary
materialized table. Moreover, it increases computation costs
since redundancy introduces additional computation during the
training processes. Essentially computations have to be repeated for each redundant set of attribute values. Furthermore,
maintaining the materialized table when the base tables evolve
for continuous learning applications introduces unnecessary
overheads as well. Lastly, ML is commonly used for data
analytics, which is often an exploratory process utilizing
different slices of the data resulting from joining various base
tables. Conducting such joins for every exploration is timeconsuming and should be avoided [27].
Kumar et al. [22] recognized these issues and proposed specific algorithms to build generalized linear models and execute
various linear algebra operations by pushing ML computations
through joins to base tables. That way to the extent possible for
the specific class of ML models considered, they demonstrated
performance advantages in certain scenarios. Yang et al. [33]
investigated the case of learning support vector machines with
Gaussian kernels over normalized data. We are not aware of
any work considering the general case of Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) [26], various forms of Neural Networks
(NN) and Deep Neural Networks (DNN) [15] executed over
normalized input. GMM abound in various modeling tasks; it
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first layer to improve performance. Similarly, we propose
solutions for both the binary and multi-way join case.
• In addition, for the case of NN, we analyze the impact
of different activation functions on sharing computations
during the training phase and investigate the computation
cost at higher layers of the network.
• We present the results of a thorough experimental evaluation testing the impact of dataset parameters on the
performance of the proposed algorithms and quantify
the benefits. We also utilize publicly available datasets
demonstrating impressive performance improvement in
real scenarios.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related
work. In Section III, we present background material for GMM
and NN as well as the notation required for what follows.
Section IV, formally defines the problems we focus on in
this paper. In Section V, we present our solution for GMM
followed by section VI in which we present our proposed
solutions for training NN. In Section VII, we present the
results of a thorough experimental evaluation of the proposed
approaches. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper and
discusses avenues for future work in this area.

is an established method to model complex data spaces with
diverse multidimensional characteristics. In addition, GMM is
prevalent in financial analysis, quantitative finance, astronomy
[23] as well as banking applications especially dealing with
the returns of asset classes [26].
For these reasons, we focus on GMM and NN over normalized data sources and investigate the extent to which we can
push the computation through the joins to offer performance
advantages. To address the problems raised above, firstly, it
is essential to reduce the I/O cost by removing the step of
materializing the join result due to its large size. Secondly,
we have to investigate how to utilize factorization to eliminate
redundant calculations to save computation time. From a
technical standpoint, the important issue is how to execute
these popular ML algorithms while removing redundancy and
saving costs without reducing the quality of the outcomes or
the scalability of the algorithms.
In this paper, we compare three different applicable algorithms to construct such models. One alternative approach
to materializing the join results is to compute the joins in
batches on the fly. Our proposed algorithm factorizes the
model and pushes the computation through join without redundancy. It not only reduces I/O cost avoiding unnecessary
storage but also saves time by eliminating the repeated calculations. Various trade-offs among three algorithms are analyzed.
Furthermore, the proposal is derived for the case of binary
join, suitably generalizing to multi-way joins as well. All
the algorithms proposed can deliver the correct models with
the same quality as the original models thanks to the exact
decomposition introduced.
In particular, for the most general case of GMM, we propose
a factorized algorithm named F-GMM over data from normalized relations. We use the EM algorithm to train the parameters
during E-step and M-step utilizing the reused calculation
effectively. For the case of NN, the proposed algorithm FNN demonstrates the BP algorithm can be decomposed to
take normalized data into account. Large benefits can be
achieved between the input layer and the first hidden layer
during forward and backward propagation. We however do
not continue pursuing this at higher layers of the network,
because depending on the activation function we can no longer
guarantee the exactness of the decomposition.
To our knowledge, this is the first work that deals with
the most general form of GMM and NN in the context of
normalized data. In summary, our work makes the following
contributions:
•

•

II. R ELATED W ORK
Recently Cheng and Koudas [10] presented an algorithm
to factorize construction over normalized data focusing on
the restricted case of Independent Gaussian Mixture Models(IGMM). The work herein presents a significant generalization to the case of general GMM making no statistical
assumptions on the properties of the underlying Gaussians and
presents a comprehensive treatment of NN models.
Factorized databases [3] were proposed with the basic
idea to represent relations with join dependencies using algebraically equivalent forms that store less data physically.
Extending this work, [21], [31], [32] apply factorized
database ideas to ML computation, utilizing primary/foreignkey joins over relations scaling the work to apply in cases
where data do not fit in memory. They focus on a general
class of linear models (such as logistic regression) which are
applicable in certain ML scenarios. Similarly, [29] present
a factorized framework and demonstrate its applicability to
regressions. More specifically, given a feature vector (x) in
the table generated from primary/foreign-key joins of two
relations (S and R), using logistic regression as an example,
we need to calculate wT x where w is the parameter for
the model. Since the table after joins introduces redundancy,
factorized learning can reduce the computations in most cases
T
by calculating wST xS +wR
xR on the relations before executing
the join, where xS and xR are the features from S and R
respectively. This offers performance benefits over approaches
that materialize the join results. Shah et al. [30] present
experimental evidence showing that in some cases avoiding
joins has little impact in classification accuracy. Their study
however includes datasets in which joins are required for
improved accuracy and our work has applicability in all such
cases.

For GMM, we present three algorithms (M-GMM, SGMM and F-GMM) and analyze their performance for
binary and multi-way joins. In particular, F-GMM is a
novel technique utilizing the normalized data to explore
the reuse of computation.
As for NN, three algorithms (M-NN, S-NN and F-NN) are
proposed in a similar way. We explore the opportunity for
algorithm F-NN to use normalized data directly during the
forward and backward propagation training phases at the
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In the same general thread, there exist recent works on
scalable ML and data mining algorithms [12], [7], [2], [6],
[25], [16], [8], [18], [17]. The main emphasis of such works
is on the efficient implementation of scalable ML algorithms
on a data management platform or their effective execution
over programming paradigms. We focus on the specific implementation of nonlinear operations used factorization ideas.
Another related research thread includes the implementation of
linear algebra systems on data management systems [1], [24].
There is increasing interest in building systems with the aim
to achieve closer integration of ML with data management
[1], [6], [9], [14], [20], [19], [13]. In the context of nonlinear models, [28] is concerned with Bayesian Markov Chain
Monte Carlo as applied to Factorization Machine (FM) models
and [33] present the algorithms for Support Vector Machine
(SVM). In our case, we focus on factorizing the training
processes of GMM and NN over normalized data.

µk =

N
1 X (n) (n)
γ x
Nk n=1 k

(3)

Σk =

N
1 X (n) (n)
γ (x
− µk )(x(n) − µk )T
Nk n=1 k

(4)

πk =

Nk
N

with

Nk =

N
X

(n)

γk

(5)

n=1

GMM is iteratively updated by E-step and M-step until
convergence criteria are met. One of the commonly used
criteria for checking convergence is the difference in the
following log-likelihood between two iterations is less than
a certain threshold.
ln p(x|π, µ, Σ) =

N
X
n=1

ln(

K
X

πk N (x(n) |µk , Σk ))

(6)

k=1

III. BACKGROUND AND P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we will present the material and notation
necessary for the remainder of the paper.
A. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and EM Algorithm
GMM [26] is a model comprising a fixed number of
Gaussian distributions used for data clustering. Assume we are
given N training data points x(n) , 1 ≤ n ≤ N of dimension
d. The distribution
of a mixture of K Gaussian components is
PK
p(xn ) = k=1 πk N (x(n) |µk , Σk ), where πk are the mixing
PK
coefficients s.t. k=1 πk = 1. The probability density function
of the k th Gaussian component of the mixture model is:
T −1 (n)
1 (n)
1
N (x(n) |µk , Σk ) = p
e− 2 (x −µk ) Σk (x −µk )
(2π)d |Σk |

(1)

There are a number of algorithms that can be applied
for iteratively training GMM. However, the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm [11] is the most widely used.
EM is an iterative method to identify the maximum likelihood
when the model contains an unobserved latent variable. The
algorithm iteratively converges to a local minimum. The EM
algorithm starts with some initial estimate of the parameters
and then iteratively updates the parameters until convergence.
Each iteration consists of one E-step and one M-step.
In the E-step, the posterior distribution of the latent variable z (n) for each observation is updated using the current
parameters µk , Σk and πk .
(n)
γk

πk N (x(n) |µk , Σk )

= p(z (n) = k|x) = PK

j=1

πj N (x(n) |µj , Σj )
(n)

(2)

where z ∼ Categorical(π). Essentially γk are our “soft”
guesses for the values of p(z (n) = k|x) at this step.
In the M-step, we re-estimate the parameters using Maxi(n)
mum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) given the current γk , for
all values of k and n:

B. Neural Networks (NN) and BP Algorithm
NN [5] is a supervised model which recently gained popularity with the advent of deep learning [15]. The BP algorithm
is the standard method for training NN. It utilizes the current
parameters (weights and biases) to compute the error and
uses the gradient descent method to propagate the error back
to update the parameters. Due to space limitations, we only
introduce basic notation and refer the reader to [5] for a
comprehensive treatment.
A basic NN can be described as a sequence of linear
transformations. Assuming xi where i ∈ {1 . . . d} is input
feature of one instance,
linear combinations of
Pd we(1)construct
(1)
the input as: aj = i=1 wji xi + bj where j ∈ {1 . . . nh }.
The superscript (1) denotes the corresponding parameters at
the first hidden layer of the network and nh is the num(1)
ber of the hidden units at this layer. Parameter wji where
i ∈ {1 . . . d}, j ∈ {1 . . . nh } is the weight between the input
(1)
feature xi and the hidden unit hj . bj is the bias for hidden
unit hj in the first hidden layer. The value of aj is transformed
via a differentiable activation function f to get hj = f (aj )
as the output of one hidden unit. Examples of f include the
1
Sigmoid function σ(a) = 1+exp(−a)
and the Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) function ReLU (a) = max(0, a). The outputs of
the hidden units at the first layer are combined to synthesize
Pnh (2)
(2)
the second hidden layer: zk =
where
j=1 wkj hj + bk
k ∈ {1 . . . nl }.
IV. P ROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We now introduce formally the problems we focus in this
paper. Following the style presented in [22], there are two
relations S (SID, XS , F K) and R (RID, XR ) with a
primary/foreign-key relationship (S.F K refers to R.RID),
where XS (XR ) is the name of feature matrix xS (xR ). We
assume that relation S has nS tuples and relation R has nR
tuples satisfying nS > nR . There are dS features in n-th
(n)
(n)
feature vector xS and dR = d − dS features in xR . When
learning a GMM over the result of the projected equi-join
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TABLE I: Notations used in the paper
Symbol
R
S
T
Y
nR
nS
N
dR
dS
d
xR
xS
x(n)
(n)
xi

Algorithm 1 Algorithm M-GMM

Meaning
Relation
Relation
Join result table
Target
Number of tuples in R
Number of tuples in S
Number of tuples in T (N = nS )
Number of features in R
Number of features in S
Number of features in T (d = dR + dS )
Feature matrix from R
Feature matrix from S
n-th feature vector in T
i-th feature in x(n)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

T(SID, [XS XR ]) ← πSID,XS ,XR (R ./RID=F K S),

the feature
vector of a tuple in T is the concatenation of the feature vectors
from the joining tuples of S and R. For the case of NN, relation
S (SID, Y , XS , F K) has an additional attribute Y which is
the target for learning purposes (the projected schema becomes
T (SID, Y , [XS XR ])). Table I summarizes the notations used
in this paper.
The multi-way join case follows similarly. We are provided
q attribute tables Ri (RIDi , XRi ), i ∈ {1 . . . q} and a table
S(SID, XS , F K1 , . . . , F Kq ) with q foreign keys. We are interested to learn a GMM over the projected equi-join T (SID,
[XS XR1 . . . XRq ]) ← πSID,XS ,XR1 ...XRq (R1 ./RID1 =F K1
. . . Rq ./RIDq =F Kq S). Similarly, target Y will be added to
relation S and T for the training of NN.
Table T introduces redundancy back to the data representation which normalization removed in the first place. Depending
on the redundancy introduced trade-offs may exist which we
will explore in our ensuing discussion.
For purposes of exposition, we assume that the required
joins execute in a block nested loops fashion. Our proposals
are equally applicable when other types of joins are adopted
such as partitioned hash joins.

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Apply join S and R and materialize the table T after join
in the database
repeat
E-step:
for i ≤ number of batches do
Read batch i of T into memory
Update responsibility of data points in this batch
(n)
(n)
k ,Σk )
γk ← PKπk Nπ(xN (x|µ
∀n ∈ batch i
(n) |µ ,Σ )
j
j
j
j=1
end for
M-step:
for i ≤ number of batches do
Read batch i of T into memory
Add to the sum
results from this batch
P|batch
size i| (n) (n)
Sumµk + = n=1
γk x
end for
Update µk ← N1k Sumµk
for i ≤ number of batches do
Read batch i of T into memory
Add to the sum
results from this batch
P|batch
size i| (n) (n)
SumΣk + = n=1
γk (x − µk )(x(n) −
T
µk )
end for
Update Σk ← N1k SumΣk
PN
(n)
Update πk ← NNk with Nk ← n=1 γk
until Convergence

materializing the table T in the database. In addition, in Lines
5, 11, 17, instead of reading i-th batch from table T, it is
accomplished by reading the i-th batch of R and retrieving
tuples from S using the primary/foreign-key relationship to
get the i-th sub-table of the join in the memory as the input to
compute the GMM on the fly. Figure 1(a) and (b) present the
overview of the two baseline approaches. S-GMM naturally
generalizes to multi-way joins.

V. G ENERAL G AUSSIAN M IXTURE M ODEL A LGORITHM
We assume the most general case for GMM with arbitrary
covariance matrices. This section starts by introducing the
baseline materializing method and an improved algorithm,
then proposes the decomposition of the various computations
involved that constitutes the basis of our proposal, algorithm
F-GMM.
A. Baseline Approaches
Algorithm M-GMM is the baseline solution widely used
by analysts currently; it computes the join of the relations
involved, materializes the results on the disk and subsequently
reads them executing the EM algorithm to complete training.
The algorithm is depicted as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm S-GMM is another baseline approach that computes the join of the relations involved on the fly without
materializing the join result on the disk and executes the EM
algorithm directly. This algorithm is essentially the same as
Algorithm 1; however, it does not perform Line 1 which is

Fig. 1: (a) M-GMM (b) S-GMM (c) F-GMM
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Here we analyze the cost for the baseline approaches
according to Algorithm 1. We use |S|, |R|, |T | to represent
the number of pages in each table. For the case of M-GMM,
the total I/O cost includes computing block nested loops join
|R|
of S and R ( |R| + BlockSize
|S|), materializing the table T
(|T |) and executing EM iteratively for iter times where each
iteration will read T 3 times (3 × iter × |T |). For the case of
S-GMM, reading T is replaced by executing joins on the fly.
|R|
Thus, the total I/O cost is 3 × iter × (|R| + BlockSize
|S|).
Which of these two approaches has less I/O cost depends
on the size of tables and BlockSize. When BlockSize >
(3×iter−1)|R||S|
(3×iter+1)|T |−(3×iter−1)|R| , S-GMM has less I/O cost. On the
other hand, for each iteration of EM, all the tuples generated
from joins must participate in the calculation of each parameter
whether they are materialized or not. In other words, there is
no difference in terms of computation cost between them.

Denote the first dS dimensions of vector x(n) − µk as P DS
and the remaining dR dimensions as P DR :



(n)
x
− µ1
 1(n)

 x2 − µ 2 


P DS = 

.
..


dS ×1


(n)
xd − µdS

P DR

dR ×1

(n)

xd

S

(n)

T

(2π) |Σk |

1

(n)

−1

T

(n)

···
..
.
···

I1,1
 .
 ..
IdS ,1


T
UL = P DS

1×1

1×dS

T
UR = P DS

1×1

···
..
.
···

I1,dS +1

..

.
IdS ,dS +1

(n)

− µ1

(n)

x2

− µ2

I1,1
I2,1

 .
 ..
Id,1

(9)


I1,d
.. 
. 
IdS ,d

P DR

(10)

dR ×1

dS ×dR

T
LL = P DR

1×1

IdS +1,1

..

.
Id,1

1×dR

···
..
.
···


IdS +1,dS

..
 P DS
.
dS ×1
Id,dS

(11)

dR ×dS

LR =

1×1

T
P DR
1×dR


IdS +1,dS +1

..

.
Id,dS +1

···
..
.
···


IdS +1,d

..

.
Id,d

P DR

(12)

dR ×1

dR ×dR

We are decomposing a multiplication of three matrices in
Equation (7) into a sum of four values (Equations (9), (10),
(11), (12)) each of which is the result of a multiplication of
three smaller matrices. They are the intermediate products that
do not require every entire tuple x(n) to be calculated. Instead,
(n)
(n)
all of them are calculated using xS and xR from S and R
directly. In particular, P DR in Equation (10) and (11) as well
(n)
as LR in Equation (12) only involve xR . Their values can
be reused because each tuple in R can match several tuples in
S through a primary/foreign-key probing. Therefore, there is
a potential for large savings in this way of decomposition by
removing the repeated calculations.
2) M-step
In the M-step, we can update πk using Equation (5) directly
which does not involve the data from table S or R. When
updating µk , Equation (3) can be decomposed into two parts:
 1 PN
(n) (n) 
n=1 γk xS
Nk
N
X


1
dS ×1
(n)

µk =
γk x(n) = 
(n) (n) 

1 PN
N
γ
x
d×1
k n=1
n=1 k
R
N

(13)

k

(n)

dR ×1

i

···

xd

− µd ×

I1,2
I2,2
..
.
Id,2

···
···
..
.
···

 x(n) − µ 
1
I1,d
1
(n)

I2,d  
x
−
µ

2
2


..  × 
.


..

.  
(n)
Id,d
x
−µ

1×d



1×dS



1×1

x1


I1,dS
..  P D
S
.  d ×1
S
IdS ,dS

dS ×dS

(x(n) − µk )T Ik (x(n) − µk ) =
h

− µd

Then (x − µk ) Ik (x − µk ) = UL (upper left matrix) +
UR (upper right matrix) + LL (lower left matrix) + LR (lower
right matrix), where

B. Algorithm F-GMM for Binary Joins

for the part of e− 2 (x −µk ) Σk (x −µk ) , feature vectors
from both table S and R are required when computing
(n)
(x(n) − µk )T Σ−1
− µk ).
k (x
To ease notation, we denote Σ−1
as Ik and ignore the
k
subscript k in the expanded equations for all the parameters
belonging to the k th Gaussian component.

(8)

(n)



Algorithm F-GMM computes the parameters of GMM in
a factorized way. The algorithm is derived from M-GMM
and S-GMM as follows. As in S-GMM, materializing the
table (Line 1) is not required; for Lines 5, 11, 17, relation
R is processed in batches, probing S for matching tuples
using the primary/foreign key. The difference from S-GMM
is that, instead of feeding every joined tuple to the network
for parameter updates in Lines 7, 13, 19, we factorize the
equations into two parts involving xS and xR respectively. As
illustrated by Figure 1(c), the i-th batch of R (Ri ) is only used
in probing S to identify Si ; the actual computation and storage
of the join result does not take place. The updated values are
then independently computed for those parameters involving
xSi and those involving xRi . More specifically, we factorize
(n)
the computation of γk , µk and Σk in the E-step as well
as the M-step. Some bookkeeping during the factorization is
required and provided below.
1) E-step
(n)
In the E-step, γk needs to be calculated involving Equations (1) and (2). In Equation (1), feature vectors are not
directly involved in the calculation of √ 1d
. In contrast,

 (n)

x +1 − µdS +1
S
 d(n)

x

 d +2 − µdS +2 
= S

.


..



d×d

d

d

d×1

(7)

We next outline how to update Σk using Equation
(4). We only need to focus on the computation of
(n)
(x(n) − µk )(x(n) − µk )T since multiplying by a constant γk
and summing over all data points can be easily accomplished
as long as we determine how to compute it in a factorized
way. Subscript k is also ignored for simplifying notation.
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(x(n) − µk )(x(n) − µk )T =
d×d


(n)
x1 − µ 1
x(n) − µ  h
 2
2

× x(n) − µ
..
1


1


.


(n)

xd

(n)

x2

− µ2

···

(n)

xd

− µd

i

1×d

− µd

d×1


=

UL

dS ×dS

LL

dR ×dS

UR



dS ×dR 

(14)

LR

dR ×dR

where
UL

dS ×dS

UR

dS ×dR

LL

dR ×dS

LR

dR ×dR

= P DS

dS ×1

= P DS

dS ×1

= P DR

dR ×1

= P DR

dR ×1

T
P DS

(15)

1×dS
T
P DR

(16)

1×dR
T
P DS

(17)

1×dS
T
P DR

(18)

1×dR

(n)

In this case, similar to the calculation of γk , all the submatrices in Equations (13) and (14) can be updated directly
from the feature vectors of S and R. Equations (15), (16), (17),
(18) are four matrices with smaller dimensions where P DR
and LR can be computed only once and then reused for any
(n)
tuple in the join result with same xR . The potential for great
savings which will be verified in Section VII depends on the
degree of redundancy introduced.
We take Equation (14) as an example to analyze the computational savings due to factorization and how redundancy
influences its performance. Before decomposition, computing
one tuple in T requires d subtractions and d2 multiplications.
For N tuples, the original computation time is represented
as τ = N d(τs + dτm ) where τs and τm represent the
time required for one subtraction and multiplication operation
respectively. When P DR and LR are reused after decomposition by F-GMM, it requires nS dS + nR dR subtractions and
nS (d2S +2dS dR )+nR d2R multiplications. As N = nS and d =
dS + dR , the time saving is ∆τ
= (nS − nR )dR (τs + dR τm )
n
and the saving rate is

∆τ
τ

=

( n S −1)(τs +dR τm )
R
nS dS
nR ( dR +1)(τs +dτm )
nS

. That is, when

dS is fixed, with the increase of dR or nR , the factorized
algorithm enjoys more computational cost savings over the
baseline algorithms. Moreover, F-GMM has the same I/O cost
as S-GMM, which we have analyzed in V-A.
Notice that the correctness of the calculation can be guaranteed for the reason that it is an exact decomposition to
covert the large matrix operation into several small parts and
no approximation is involved. All the other factors, such as the
input data, the calculation of parameters, and the number of
iterations required for training, remain unchanged. Although
M-GMM reads the i-th batch from T and S-GMM / F-GMM
reads the i-th batch from R for probing and then training, the
values of parameters updated in each iteration are the same.
This is because all N tuples are involved in calculating the
parameters in Lines 7, 13, and 19, regardless of the number

of matching tuples in each batch. Thus, the parameters are the
same after finishing training and the accuracy of the models
will not change for the algorithms M-GMM, S-GMM and FGMM.
C. Algorithm F-GMM for Multi-way Joins
For large warehouses, multi-way joins are the norm and
such a generalization is imperative. We now present the generalization of F-GMM to multi-way joins. In this section, we
perform the factorization over a join sequence R1 ./RID1 =F K1
. . . Rq ./RIDq =F Kq S. To ease notation in what follows, we
denote S as R0 and dS as dR0 .
1) E-step
Similarly to the binary case, the E-step involves Equations (1) and (2). In contrast, in the calculation of
(n)
T −1 (n)
1
e− 2 (x −µk ) Σk (x −µk ) , data from tables S (R0 ) to Rq
(n)
are required when computing (x(n) − µk )T Σ−1
− µk )
k (x
in Equation (7).
Denote the first dR0 dimensions of vector x(n) - µk as
P DR0 and the remaining dimensions can be decomposed into
q parts corresponding to relations R1 to Rq . They are denoted
as P DRi with dimension dRi for i = 0 . . . q. Then
(x(n) − µk )T Ik (x(n) − µk ) =
1×1

q X
q
X

T
P DR
I P DRj
i ij

(19)

i=0 j=0

where

(n)
xd
− µdm−1 +1
m−1 +1
 (n)

xd

 m−1 +2 − µdm−1 +2 
=

.


..




P DRm
dRm ×1

(20)

(n)

xdm − µdm
Idm−1 +1,dn−1 +1

..
=
.
Idm ,dn−1 +1


Imn
dRm ×dRn

···
..
.
···


Idm−1 +1,dn

..

.
Idm ,dn

(21)

Imn is the partial Ik corresponding to relations
PmRm and Rn ,
where m ∈ {1 . . . q}, n ∈ {1 . . . q} and dm = i=0 dRi .
In Equation (19), (x(n) − µk )T Ik (x(n) − µk ) is decomposed
into a sum of (q + 1) × (q + 1) smaller matrices. Similar to
the analysis for the binary join case, when i = j and i 6=
T
0, P DR
I P DRj can also be reused due to the redundancy.
i ij
Furthermore, ∀m ∈ {1 . . . q}, for each feature vector in Rm ,
Equation (20) is only calculated once to removing the repeated
calculation in S-GMM.
2) M-step
In the M-step, when combining the features in table S (R0 )
and tables R1 to Rq , we can decompose µk in Equation (3)
as follows:
(n) (n) 
n=1 γk xR0


dR0 ×1


 1 PN
(n) (n) 
N

γ
x
n=1 k
R1 
 k


dR1 ×1



µk =
d×1

N
1 X (n) (n)
γ x
=

Nk n=1 k





1
Nk

PN





PN
(n) (n) 

n=1 γk xRq
..
.

1
Nk

dRq ×1
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(22)

Next, for updating Σk , Equation(14) for multi-way joins can
be written as:
M00
dR0 ×dR0

M01
dR0 ×dR1








..
.
Mq0

..
.
Mq1

dRq ×dR0

dRq ×dR1

···
..

.
···



w1,1
 w2,1

= .
 ..
wnh ,1

M0q
dR0 ×dRq 


..
.
Mqq







w1,2
w2,2
..
.
wnh ,2

···
···
..
.
···

 (n) 

x
w1,dS
 1 

w2,dS  x(n)
  2 
× . 
..
  .. 
.


(n)
wnh ,dS
xd

d
d×1

(23)

w1,1
 w2,1

= .
 ..
wnh ,1


dRq ×dRq

w1,2
w2,2
..
.
wnh ,2

= P DRi
dRi ×1

T
P DR
j
1×dRj

(24)

In this step, we decompose the result of (x(n) − µk )(x(n) −
µk )T with dimension d × d into (q + 1) × (q + 1) blocks of
much smaller matrices. It is evident that there are large savings
if we reuse the computation of P DRi (i 6= 0) and Mij (i = j
and i 6= 0) by getting the features from tables S and R1 to Rq
directly for the factorized Equation (23).
VI. N EURAL N ETWORKS (NN)
The baseline approach to train a NN, with input from table
T on the disk, is referred to as M-NN. When joining R and
S on the fly and feeding the sub-tables to the model without
materializing the result, it yields the other baseline algorithm
S-NN. F-NN is the factorized approach we proposed. Training
the NN can proceed according to standard algorithms namely
batch, mini-batch or stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [5].
Note that for the case of SGD training, the join of S and
R has to be permuted per epoch. Similarly, to perform SGD
training in algorithm S-NN and F-NN, we can permute the
keys of R for each training epoch, accessing the keys in a
different order per epoch while probing relation S. Thus, the
entire discussion that follows applies equally to mini-batch,
batch and SGD training. The detailed decomposition for the
computation process in the training process of NN using F-NN
is discussed below.

w1,dS +1
 w2,dS +1

+
..

.
wnh ,dS +1

= f(

× x(n) +
d×1

b

h

dR ×1

nh
X

(2) (n)

wkj hj

(2)

+ bk )

(25)

j=1

A. Algorithm F-NN for Binary Joins

w

 (n) 



x
w1,d
b1
 dS +1 
w2,d  x(n)   b2 
  dS +2  

..  ×  .  +  .. 
  . 
.
.  
 . 
bnh
wnh ,d
(n)
xd
n ×1

In the computation above, the features can be divided into
two vectors from relation S and R respectively. After adding
the bias vector to apply activation function on the result, we
obtain the values of the hidden units h(n) = f (a(n) ) in the
first layer. As depicted in Figure 2 (a), we can read tuples
directly by batches from R and probe S for matching tuples
so that parts of the computation of the vector can be pushed
to the activation function. For each iteration, the values of
the weights and biases are constant and each tuple in R may
match several tuples in S. The result of partial inner products
involved the features from R adding the bias only needs to
Pd
(1) (n)
(1)
be calculated once. In other words, i=dS +1 wji xi + bj
where j ∈ {1 . . . nh } is the reused calculation which can bring
calculation savings in F-NN and we will quantify the benefits
in Section VII.
2) Forward Propagation in the Second Layer and Beyond
Let us now observe the computation between the first layer
h and the second layer l with nl hidden units. For a single
unit lk in the second layer, where k ∈ {1 . . . nl }, the output
after the activation function f is:
(n)

nh ×d

···
···
..
.
···

nh ×dR

lk

1) Forward Propagation in the First Layer
Assume there is one NN that receives d features in the
input layer and have nh hidden units in the first hidden
layer h. When receiving the n-th feature vector x(n) , the
value for a single hidden unit in layer h before applying the
Pd
(n)
(1) (n)
(1)
activation function f is: aj = i=1 wji xi + bj where
j ∈ {1 . . . nh }. In order to make it clearer, we use the form of
matrix to present the decomposition process. Thus, the weights
matrix between the input and hidden layer is w and the bias
vector is b. To ease notation, we eliminate the superscript (1)
(n)
denoting the layer index. The vector a(n) for all aj can be
written as:

dS ×1

w1,dS +2
w2,dS +2,
..
.
wnh ,dS +2



nh ×1

S

nh ×dS

Mij
dRi ×dRj

=

 x(n)  

w1,d
b1
1
(n) 

w2,d  
b
2 
 x2 

+
 . 
..  × 
.


.


.


.
. 
.
(n)
wnh ,d
b
n
h
x

nh ×d

where

a(n)
nh ×1

···
···
..
.
···

= f(

nh
X

d
X
(2)
(1) (n)
(1)
(2)
wkj f (
wji xi + bj ) + bk )

j=1

(n)

If f is an additive function1 , lk
f(

nh
X

= f(

can be factored into:

dS
d
X
X
(2)
(1) (n)
(2)
(wkj f (
wji xi ) + wkj f (

j=1
nh
X

i=1

(1) (n)

wji xi

(1)

(2)

+ bj )) + bk )

i=dS +1

(2)
wkj f (T1 )

+

j=1

where T1 =

(26)

i=1

nh
X

(2)
wkj f (T2 )

(2)

+ bk )

(27)

j=1

PdS

i=1

(1) (n)

wji xi

and T2 =

Pd

i=(dS +1)

(1) (n)

wji xi +

(1)

bj , which can be stored after being computed in the first layer
and reused for the second layer to save additional operations.
Pnh (2)
(2)
Moreover, let T3 = j=1
wkj f (T2 ) + bk , which is the sum

nh ×1
1A

solution to the Cauchy functional form f (x + y) = f (x) + f (y).
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of partial output involved the features from R in the first layer
multiplying the weights in the second layer. Similarly, T3 can
be computed when one tuple in R appears for the first time
and reused for the remaining matching tuples in S separately.
However in NN literature, popular activation functions f
are empirically restricted to certain choices such as sigmoid,
tanh and recently Relu [15], which has been highly successful
in deep learning applications primarily due to its simplicity
and low overhead during optimization [15]. It is fairly easy
to confirm that both sigmoid and tanh are not additive
functions; thus when networks utilize them, there are no
opportunities to decompose and share the computation beyond
the first layer. The Relu function, on the other hand, is a piecewise linear function. We observe that when the two terms T1
and T2 have the same sign, the Relu function is additive.
Thus, only additive functions could satisfy the requirements
for exact decomposition, which limits the usage of factorized
algorithms in the second layer.
Even when additive activation functions are used, it follows
from Equation (25) that computing the value before applying
the activation function of a single unit requires nh multiplications and nh additions. After decomposition, computing Equation (27) requires summing up the results of multiplication
(2)
(wkj f (T1 )) and an addition (adding T3 ). That is, it requires
nh multiplications and nh additions. Furthermore, it requires
another nh multiplications and nh additions to compute T3
for each feature vector in R before it can be reused. Thus,
the total number of operations required to compute a single
value at the second layer is higher if we attempt to reuse
the result computed from S and R respectively across layers.
At higher layers, this cost is going to increase even further
with a similar reasoning, which may eventually outweigh the
cost savings brought by the decomposition. To summarize,
reusing the computation beyond the first layer of an NN is
only possible for additive activation functions, and even when
this is the case, the overhead incurred by the decomposition
may render any attempt to share computation at higher layers
unattractive.

Fig. 2: (a) Forward Propagation (b) Backward Propagation
3) Computation in Backward Propagation
In the backward
propagation phase, the error function is
PN
1
(n)
E = 2N
(o
− Y (n) )2 , where o is the output from
n=1

the neural network and Y is the target. Backward propagation
starts from the output layer and proceeds to the lower layers.
In the entire process, all the feature vectors are involved in the
computation for only one time when computing the gradient
of the weights between the input layer and the first hidden
layer.
∂E
∂a is the gradient of error with respect to the value before
the activation function between the input and hidden layer. It
is obtained via BP algorithm applying the chain rule.
∂E
∂E
=
× xT
N ×d
∂w
∂a
n
×N
nh ×d
h

∂E
xT
S
=
×
N ×dS
∂a

(28)
xT
R

N ×dR


=

h

P GS
nh ×dS

P GR
nh ×dR

i

(29)

nh ×N

∂E
T
T
where P GS = ∂E
∂a × xS and P GR = ∂a × xR .
From Equation (28), as the result of the multiplication of
the feature matrix x, even though we can decompose the
computation into two parts as in Equation (29), there are no
opportunities to explore redundancy in the computation. The
reason is that the redundancy exists among the columns of x
due to their sharing the same part of xR . For P GR , each row
T
in ∂E
∂a multiplies the corresponding column of xR not xR , i.e.,
(1) (2)
(N ) T
(n) (n)
(n) T
[xi xi · · · xi ] not [x1 x2 · · · xd ] .
One benefit of decomposing the matrix into two parts in
the backward propagation is I/O cost savings. R contains
nR tuples, while in Equation (29), the matrix xT
R has N
tuples. We can obtain features directly from R and use
the primary/foreign-key relationship to retrieve corresponding
features from S. This way, xT
S can be populated along with
the matrix xT
required.
In
particular,
as shown in Figure 2(b),
R
for a feature vector (t) in R, the matching feature vectors
(2), (3) and (5) in S populate xT
S . Then the feature vector (t)
T
is inserted in positions corresponding to xT
S in xR . Note that
T
both xT
and
x
have
N
rows,
where
N
is
the
cardinality
of
S
R
S. Thus, instead of retrieving N × (dS + dR ) fields in T, we
only need nS × dS + nR × dR fields where nS = N and
nR < N . Thus, F-NN can bring savings by reducing I/O cost
during backward propagation even when there are no reused
calculations.
To summarize, our final proposal is F-NN, which follows
from algorithms M-NN and S-NN and applies the optimizations
during the forward and backward propagation. F-NN reduces
computational cost by removing repeated calculations through
decomposition as outlined in Section VI-A1 and reduces
I/O cost by avoiding reading the redundant fields in T as
discussed in Section VI-A3. We will experimentally evaluate
such savings in Section VII.
One may notice that the proposed optimizations are compatible with popular techniques in DNN such as batch normalization [15] (as it affects all input and applied before data enters
the network) as well as Dropout [15]. Dropout can be applied
either after activation at a layer or at the network input. In both
cases, the linearity between the weights and the input, allows
Dropout to be applied effectively with suitable bookkeeping.
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B. Algorithm F-NN for Multi-way Joins
The algorithm generalizes naturally to multi-way joins. We
assume the same setting involving a join of q + 1 relations as
in Section V-C.
During forward propagation, we read features directly from
tables S, R1 . . . Rq . To unify notation, we denote S as R0 in
the sequel. Let us focus on the computation of a single hidden
(n)
unit hj in the first layer:
(n)

hj

d
X
(1) (n)
(1)
= f(
wji xi + bj )

parameters varied are shown in Table II, III for GMM and NN
experiments respectively. We generate synthetic data sampling
from multiple Gaussian distributions and add random noise in
accordance with previous work [22].
TABLE II: Synthetic data dimensions for GMM
Experiment
Vary rr
Vary dR
Vary K

= f(

X
i=1

(1) (n)
wji xi

+

q
X

dS
5
5
5

dR
5 and 15
Varied
15

K
5
5
Varied

TABLE III: Synthetic data dimensions for NN
dm
X

(1) (n)
wji xi

+

(1)
bj )

Experiment
Vary rr
Vary dR
Vary nh

(31)

m=1 i=dm−1 +1

We compute the weights multiplied with features from table
R0 (S) and then compute the weights multiplied with features
from tables R1 to Rq . After sum them along with the bias,
we feed the result to the activation function to get the value
of the neural network at this hidden unit.
During backward propagation, the gradient of error with
respect to the weights between the input and the first hidden
layer is obtained by the BP algorithm applying the chain rule:
"
xT
∂E
∂E
∂E
R0
=
× xT =
× N ×d
S
N ×d
∂w
∂a
∂a
nh ×N
nh ×d nh ×N


P GR0 · · ·
P GRq
= nh ×dS
n ×d
h

nR
1000
1000
1000

(30)

i=1
dR0

nS
Varied
106 and 5 × 106
106

Rq

···

xT
Rq

#

N ×dRq

(32)

where P GRm = ∂E
×xT
Rm , m ∈ {0, ..., q}. The same optimization
∂a
as in Section VI-A3 is applied to decompose the matrix
multiplication into q+1 parts in Equation (32). Feature vectors
can be divided into q + 1 parts and obtained directly from R0
to Rq to populate xT
Rm in the corresponding position. This is
a way to reduce the I/O cost compared to retrieving the entire
feature vectors in T.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we present a detailed experimental evaluation
of all the algorithms presented comparing their performance.
We compare the runtime performance of M-GMM, S-GMM
and F-GMM for the case of GMM as well as M-NN, S-NN and
F-NN for the NN. There are two main parameters of interest in
the underlying relations that essentially quantify the impact of
normalization in terms of eliminating redundancy: the number
of features in R (dR ) and the tuple ratio of S and R (rr =
nS /nR ). We vary these two parameters controlling the amount
of redundancy that the join introduces. In addition, we vary the
number of clusters (K) for GMM and the number of hidden
units (nh ) for NN . We utilize both synthetic and real datasets
in our evaluation as outlined below.

nR
1000
1000
1000

dS
5
5
5

dR
5 and 15
Varied
15

nh
50
50
Varied

For the real datasets, we utilize the Expedia, Walmart
and Movies datasets from the Hamlet Plus Project2 . We
derive Expedia1 dataset by joining R1 Hotels (relation R)
with S Listings (relation S) and Expedia2 dataset by joining
R2 Searches (relation R) with S Listings (relation S). For
the Walmart dataset, we join R1 Indicators (relation R) with
S Sales (relation S) and for the Movies dataset, we join
R2 movies (relation R) with S ratings (relation S). The details
of the datasets are available in Table IV. For GMM, we use the
original representation of the data (labeled Not Sparse). For
NN, we use the one-hot representation of the data (labeled
Sparse). Unless stated otherwise, we run NN training for 10
epochs and utilize a single hidden layer in our experiments.
TABLE IV: Data dimensions of real datasets
Dataset

nS

dS

nR

dR

Expedia1(Not Sparse)
Expedia2(Not Sparse)
Walmart (Not Sparse)
Movies (Not Sparse)
Walmart (Sparse)
Movies (Sparse)

942142
942142
421570
1000209
421570
1000209

7
7
3
1
126
1

11938
37021
2340
3706
2340
3706

8
14
9
21
175
21

Since the dimension in the real datasets is limited, we
construct datasets derived from the Expedia1 dataset with
larger dimensions. These are constructed by picking tuples
with a high rr and increasing dR by repeating the features (as
well as adding random Gaussian noise). These are depicted in
Table V as Expedia3 to Expedia5 along with their associated
characteristics.
TABLE V: Data dimensions of augmented real datasets

A. Datasets
In order to be able to vary the parameters of interest in a
controlled way to observe trends, we utilize synthetic datasets.
We generate synthetic datasets for primary/foreign-key joins
with a wide range of attributes in the relations involved. The

nS
Varied
106 and 5 × 106
106

Dataset

nS

dS

nR

dR

Expedia3
Expedia4
Expedia5

634133
634133
634133

7
7
7

2899
2899
2899

29
78
218

To generate data for multi-way joins, we utilize the Movies
dataset (relations S ratings, R1 users and R2 movies) and
2 Available

at https://adalabucsd.github.io/hamlet.html
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inject synthetic data to relation R1 users (R1 ) keeping the
size of relation R2 movies (R2 ) unchanged. In this way, we
can vary the redundancy ratio between R1 and R2 . Each time
we generate a synthetic tuple for R1 , we select a random
tuple from R2 , extract the key and insert a synthetic tuple
on S ratings (S) enforcing any relational constraints in the
process. We also vary the dimension for relation R1 users
(dR1 ) during the experiments.
B. Experimental Setup
All experiments were run on a cluster of machines with
16 Intel Xeon E5630 2.53 GHz cores, 96 GB RAM and
338 GB disk with CentOS 6.2. Our code is implemented in
Python 2.7.13 using NumPy for all the matrix calculations
and psycopg2 to read and write data from PostgreSQL 9.6.
The RDBMS is utilized primarily for storage of relations and
all algorithm logic is implemented on top of the RDBMS.
We also conducted experiments with TensorFlow in place of
Numpy, as well as on GPUs instead of CPUs, and the trends
are consistent with what we are presenting here; they are thus
omitted due to space limitation.
C. Results on Synthetic Datasets
1) GMM
Figure 3 presents the results for the case of the GMM
algorithms varying tuple ratio (rr) in Figure 3(a), varying the
number of features in R (dR ) in Figure 3(b) and varying the
number of clusters (K) in Figure 3(c). In all cases, F-GMM
is fastest than the other two applicable approaches. In Figure
3(a), with the increase of rr, the benefits of the proposed
F-GMM become increasingly larger. It can be seen that the
trend will persist becoming increasingly larger as dR increases.
For dR = 5, F-GMM is 2 times faster than S-GMM, which
becomes 2.4 times faster when dR = 15. In Figure 3(b), it is
evident that as dR increases, F-GMM becomes two to six and a
half times faster than the other approaches for different values
of rr. The benefit will keep on increasing as we increase dR .
Finally Figure 3(c) presents that F-GMM is two to three times
faster when we vary K for fixed rr and dR . This benefit will
increase as we vary rr and/or dR .
Figure 4 presents the corresponding experiments for multiway joins. The results are overall consistent, however, the
benefits of our proposal for increasing rr (ratio of synthetic
tuples in R1 to the number of tuples in R2 ) vary from
three to five times faster. As dR1 increases, it is three to
fourteen times faster than others. Moreover, when increasing
K, the time will be saved three to five times than alternative
approaches. Compared with the results of binary joins, the
optimizations introduced by F-GMM pay off as the number of
joins increases.
2) NN
F-NN gains obvious performance improvement for the case
of NN. Figure 5(a) presents the results when increasing rr.
For dR = 5, F-NN becomes more than two times faster. These
savings will keep an upward tendency as rr increases further.
For dR = 15, it progressively becomes three times faster, with

higher benefits as rr increases. Figure 5(b) shows the results
of a corresponding experiment varying dR . With the growth
of dR , performance advantages vary increasingly from two to
three times faster for rr = 1000 and from 2.2 to 3.5 times
for rr = 5000. Finally, Figure 5(c) reveals the results for
increasing nh in the network. For fixed rr and dR , as nh
increases, the performance benefits of F-NN vary from two
to three times faster than the others. These advantages will
increase as we vary dR and/or rr.
It is evident that for very small values of rr, depending
on the values of dR , the proposed approach may not offer
performance advantages. For example, for dR = 5, we observe
performance benefits for values of rr > 200. Similarly, when
dR = 15, benefits start appearing for values of rr > 50.
Figure 6 presents the results of the same experiments
for multi-way joins. The results are consistent, however, the
benefits of F-NN range from three to four times faster as
we vary rr and from three times faster for small values
of rr to six times faster for larger rr as we increase dR1 .
Similarly, the benefits persist as we increase nh , up to four
times in Figure 6(c). It reveals that the proposed approach
offers large performance benefits especially as the number of
joins increases.
D. Results on Real Datasets
The following tables present the results for the real datasets
for the case of GMM and NN respectively (all times in the
tables in seconds).
TABLE VI: Results on real datasets for GMM
Dataset

M-GMM

S-GMM

F-GMM

Expedia1(Not Sparse)
Expedia2(Not Sparse)
Walmart (Not Sparse)
Movies (Not Sparse)
Expedia3 (Augmented)
Expedia4 (Augmented)
Expedia5 (Augmented)
Movies-3way

2140.1
1221.1
595.9
1691.7
1673.5
6129.6
23270.6
2455.3

2244.3
1248.5
602.9
1755.8
1750.9
6311.4
23375.1
2883.1

1014.2
593.1
212.1
514.6
639.3
1843.3
9779.3
715.1

From Tables VI, the performance benefits of F-GMM for
different datasets are up to 3.4 times faster than M-GMM or
S-GMM. For the same experiment in the case of Expedia3 to
Expedia5 datasets, we can see that the benefits of F-GMM
range from 2.4 to 3.4 times faster than others while as to
Expedia1, they are up to 2.2 times. Extending to multi-way
joins, we display the results for Movies-3way. In particular,
F-GMM is 4.4 times (for F-GMM) faster compared to the
materialized methods. It is evident that compared with the
binary join case, the performance benefits of our approach are
larger since there are more opportunities for exploiting the
inherent redundancy after the join.
TABLE VII: Results on real datasets for NN
Dataset

M-NN

S-NN

F-NN

Walmart(Sparse)
Movies (Sparse)
Movies-3way

743.1
437.4
890.1

845.5
507.2
1022.3

104.1
112.3
202.1
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(a) Varying rr

(b) Varying dR

(c) Varying K

Fig. 3: Performance results for GMM algorithms varying parameters of interest

(a) Varying rr

(b) Varying dR1

(c) Varying K

Fig. 4: Performance results for GMM algorithms on multi-way joins varying parameters of interest

(a) Varying rr

(b) Varying dR

(c) Varying nh

Fig. 5: Performance results for NN algorithms varying parameters of interest

(a) Varying rr

(b) Varying dR1

(c) Varying nh

Fig. 6: Performance results for NN algorithms on multi-way joins varying parameters of interest
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Finally, Table VII reveals the results for the case of NN.
F-NN demonstrates 8.1 times faster execution for Walmart
dataset and 4.5 times faster execution for Movies dataset,
As we have demonstrated on the synthetic datasets, the
performance benefits of our approach become larger as redundancy increases. In the case of the Sparse datasets, the
redundancy ratio is high after being encoded. F-NN can
take advantage of this redundancy during both forward and
backward propagation phases and offer superior performance
benefits. These results as demonstrated using real datasets
attest to the significance of our proposals given the enormous
recent interest in NN and associated learning technologies in
academia and industry. For the multi-way join, the benefit of
Movies-3way is 3.4 times for F-NN. In general, the benefits of
the proposed approach depend on the amount of redundancy
the join introducing.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We propose a set of algorithms to execute popular nonlinear algorithms such as Gaussian Mixture Models and Neural
Networks over normalized databases. We demonstrate that by
carefully reworking the basic operations of these algorithms
they can be executed over normalized relational inputs offering large performance benefits over alternative approaches.
In addition to proposing and documenting our algorithms,
we present the results of a detailed experimental evaluation
utilizing both synthetic and real datasets demonstrating the
performance advantages on our proposals. We experimentally
establish that the proposed algorithms executed over normalized relations offer very significant performance advantages
that become increasingly larger as the characteristics of the
underlying datasets change. In the future, it is natural to
focus on other types of popular deep network architectures,
including various types of autoencoders, generative models as
well as deep belief networks. Finally, the mode of delivery
of ML algorithms exploring factorization ideas to end users
(via a UDF library or native implementations) merits further
investigation.
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